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Discussing the question of the language of a dependency being
changed by the dominant country, Sir G. C. Lewis remarks:
" But if it be inexpedient for the government to change
suddenly the laws of a dependency, it is still more inexpe-
dient for the government to attempt to make a sudden
change  in its language	The great mass of
mankind never acquire a language by study ; they only
know the language which they imbibe during infancy and
childhood, It is no more possible for a government, by
the expression of its will, and by offering rewards or
threatening punishments, to change suddenly the language
of its subjects, than to add a cubit to their stature or to
give them a sixth sense/'* There have been cases of con-
querors forcing their own language upon the mass of the
conquered country, but the results have been as disastrous
as the attempts were foolish and short-sighted. "Many
examples might be given of the mischievous effects which
have been produced by an attempt to force the language of
a government upon the people. Thus when Joseph II
attempted to treat Hungary ns a dependency, to incorporate
it with Austria, and to reform its laws by his own
authority, the people for a time submitted, unwillingly, to
his useful though hastily introduced reforms ; but when
he ordered St. Stephen's crown to be carried to Vienna,
and issued an edict making German the language of govern-
ment throughout Hungary, the people rose in insurrection
against him. In like manner, the measures of the King of
Holland for introducing the use o£ the Dutch language into
Belgium, in the place of the French language which was
spoken by the educated classes, created a general discontent
throughout Belgium, and contributed materially to produce
the Belgian revolution, and the consequent separation of
Belgium from Holland." t
* *4 Government of Dependencies." pp. 267-26$.
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